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Machining of Curved Surtace of W ood by Bal1 End Mil1 
-A preliminary study on flat surtace machining-








In order to optimize the cutting conditions for machined surface by ball end mills.自atand edge grain surfaces of 
boards of makanba and hinoki were cut by flat surface machining through the successive feed in an increment of 2 
mm using a CNC router. and the effects of species. feed direction to the grain. feed speed. and tool inclination angle 
on machined surface were examined. Machined surface were visualized three dimensionally and also observed by 
the naked eye. The bottom of grooves. which were produced on workpiece surfaces. was not smooth when the feed 
direction was parallel to the grain. while the ridge of grooves was rougher when perpendicular to the grain. The tool 
inclination resulted in the smooth surface for the parallel feed to the grain. and the surface roughness was improved 
with the decrease of feed speed for al conditions. 
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ル部分の刃形がS字型のボールエンドミル(兼房株式会





先端切れ刃のすくい角と逃げ角 (Fig.3)は，工具(i ) 






























End rake angle 
→:← 
End relief angle 
Fig.3. Rake angle and relief angle of ball end mill 
Notes: End rake angle: (i) 23.40， (i) 22.3 0 • End relief 
angle: (i) 12.50， (i) 12.0。
Fig.1. CNC router 
Fig.4. Scheme of cutting 
Feed 
direction 
Fig.2. Shape of ball end mills (i) and (i) 
Note: Tools (i) and (i) have chisels on their tops， of which width 
is 1.36 and 0.52 mm， respectively. 









Table.l. Experimental conditions 
Experiment 2 
Tool 11 
Radius of ball nose (mm) 7.5 
Inclination angle 00 • 150 
Wood species Makanba. Hinoki 
Cut surface flat-grain 
edge-grain 
Feed direction along and across the grain 
Feed speed (m/min) 3.0 LQ.4_L_0.~.5， 3.0 
Spindle rotation (rpm) 12000 
Depth of cut (mm) 0.5 
Stroke (mm) 50 
Pick feed (mm) 2.0 
Feed direction 
Fig.5. Tool inclination 
Note: Tool was inclined in the plane perpendicular to feed 
direction and rotated to up cut the surface. 
Machined surface 

























Fig.7. Machined surface estimated theoretically 





Fig.8. Geometric profile by cutting edge 













Feed direciion is 
along the grain 
Feed direction is 
across the grain (d) 
Makanba 


















Fig.9. Three-dimensional distribution of primary profiles of machined surfaces for Experiment 1 

















































Fig.lO. Comparison of actual and theoretical primary profiles for Experiment 1 
Note: Characters. a -h. correspond to those in Fig.9. 
山抑in体仰肉付
Edge the grain ベ
Fig.l. Comparison of actual profiles between flat and edge grain surface of makanba 



































Fig.l2. Three-dimensional distribution of primary profiles of machined surfaces for makanba 
in Experiment 2. 
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Fig.l3. The same as Fig.l2， but for hinoki 
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